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QUESTION 1

Ursa Major Solar has a lookup relationship between a custom Galaxy _c object and a custom Star_c object. An app
builder wants to create a roll-up summary field that counts the total number of Star_c records related to each Galaxy__c
record. 

How would the current configuration impact the ability to achieve the desired result? 

A. The roll-up summary can be achieved by creating a formula field on the Galaxy__c object. 

B. The lookup relationship will need to be converted to a master-detail relationship before a roll-upsummary field can be
created. 

C. The roll-up summary can be achieved by creating a formula field on the Star__c object. 

D. A roll-up summary field will need to be created on the Galaxy__c object with a field filter that select all related Star_c
records 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two solutions prevent a formula field from being referenced by a Roll-Up Summary field? (Choose two.) 

A. A cross-object workflow updating a field referenced by the formula field 

B. A cross-object field reference in the formula field 

C. The CASE() function in the formula field 

D. The NOW() function in the formula field 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=fields_about_roll_up_summary_fields.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 3

Cloud Kicks (CK) has increased its Salesforce development efforts so that it now has multiple custom development
efforts happening in parallel. CK\\'s developers and admins perform the customizations and have complained that
working in one sandbox has led to many problems. They have requested a solution in which they can work in at least 20
different sandboxes at once, that all start with the same base configuration and data. 

What should an app builder utilize to solve the problem? 

A. Partial Copy Sandboxes 

B. Sandbox Refreshes 

C. Sandbox Cloning 
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D. Full Copy Sandboxes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two are true statements about record types? (Choose two.) 

A. They can be used to control user role hierarchy. 

B. They allow different page layouts and mandatory fields. 

C. They can be enabled by profile and permission set. 

D. They allow different picklist values for all picklist fields. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

What is true about Junction objects? 

A. Junction object records are deleted when either associated master record is deleted and placed in the Recycle Bin. 

B. If both associated master records are deleted, the junction object record is deleted permanently and can\\'t be
restored. 

C. The first master-detail relationship you create on your junction object becomes the primary relationship. 

D. All of the above. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers has deployed custom tabs to Production via change sets, without including the profile settings or
permission sets. 

What is the setting for the visibility of custom tabs? 

A. Custom tabs are hidden for all users. 

B. Custom tabs are default off for all users. 

C. Custom tabs are default on for all users. 

D. Custom tabs are not deployed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

Which values must be defined when creating a new Opportunity Stage? Choose 3 answers 

A. Close Date 

B. Amount 

C. Probability 

D. Forecast Category 

E. Type 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers provides access to Salesforce for their sales, service and marketing teams. Management wants to
ensure that when users log in, their home tab provides access to links and documentation that are specifically relevant
to their job function. 

How can this requirement be met? 

A. Create separate home page custom components and layouts; assign to users by role. 

B. Create separate home page custom components and layouts; assign to users by profile. 

C. Expose specific elements within a home page custom component determined by role. 

D. Expose specific elements within a home page custom components determined by profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

ABC Company want to store an area code and wants to be able to search for it in applications (apex). Which are
possible fields to store the data? (Choose two.) 

A. Email 

B. Phone 

C. Text 

D. Multi Picklist 

E. Number 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 10

Due to the complexity of the Universal Containers sandbox release schedule and requirements, it is advised that
change sets are used as often as possible to migrate from one environment to another. Which three common items can
an app builder move when using a change set? (Choose three.) 

A. Web-to-lead 

B. Standard fields 

C. Custom object 

D. Apex class 

E. Custom field 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 11

When a user creates an Account report, the user does not see Industry as an available field in the report builder.
However, this same user is able to see it in the Account page layout What scenario would cause this? 

A. The user uses a custom report type which does not include the Industry field. 

B. The Industry field has no record values in the Account. 

C. The Industry field is not enabled for the particular record type 

D. The user does not have Industry field visibility in the field ?level security 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is true when using record types to control picklist value. (Select 2) 

A. If a picklist value is added to the master picklist, then the new value must be manually included in the appropriate
record types 

B. If a picklist value is removed from the master, then it is no longer available when records assigned to that value are
unchanged 

C. If a record type is renamed, then the list of values included in that record type are also changed to newly renamed
record types 

D. If values are added to the Opportunity Stage, Case Status, and Lead Status fields, then the values must be manually
adjusted for each record type 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 13

A junction object has two Master-Detail relationships, a primary and a secondary master object. 

What happens to a junction object record when both associated master records are deleted? 

A. The junction object record is permanently deleted and can\\'t be restored. 

B. The delete operation cannot be performed on both master records. 

C. The delete operation is not allowed with Roll-up summary fields defined. 

D. The junction object records is deleted and placed in the recycle bin. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A custom field contains a feedback score which is on a scale of one to five. Endusers would like a visual indicator of one
to five stars based on the number found inthe feedback score customer field. 

A. Use a custom image 

B. Number 

C. Formula 

D. Text 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal containers would like to use a chatter group for their mergers and acquisition team to collaborate on potential
new projects. This group should not be visible for non-members to see or join, and can be accessed by invite only.
Which chatter Group type should the app builder recommend? 

A. Member Group 

B. Unlisted Group 

C. Public Group 

D. Private Group 

Correct Answer: B 
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